APPLICATION ISOLATION AND CONTAINMENT

PARTNER PLAYBOOK

EVERY CONNECTION

IS A NEW THREAT

TO SECURITY
CONNECTED BUSINESSES ARE MORE EXPOSED
THAN EVER
From remote working to the convenience of the cloud, new ways of
working are driven by connectivity – but every connection, on every
device, is a new opportunity for attackers to access systems and data.

Malware
In web pages, email
attachments or removable
storage, malware is
everywhere - and a new
specimen emerges every
4.2 seconds.

Ransomware
From WannaCry to
NotPetya, attackers are using
ransomware to elicit huge
sums from businesses who
are left with no choice but
to pay up.

Botnets
Large-scale botnets are more
accessible to attackers than
ever – and any connected
device is a potential for
overwhelming traffic.

Intellectual Property Theft
Your customers’ intellectual
property is hugely valuable,
but attempting IP theft is a
remarkably simple, low-cost
strategy when devices are
connected and exposed.

Advanced Persistent Threats
Lurking in the depths
of networks, APTs sit
undetected for months, even
years on end, quietly stealing
data using techniques that
are largely untraceable.

Spear Phishing
Using highly tailored
emails and bespoke social
engineering, attackers trick
users into opening malicious
attachments or clicking
malicious links containing
malware.

THE UNKNOWN THREAT
The biggest threat of all is the one your customers
can’t expect – new strategies and approaches that
attackers are uncovering, from zero-day exploits
to entirely new and unpredictable attack vectors.
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CUSTOMER

TRADITIONAL SECURITY DOESN’T WORK

CHALLENGES

Modern antivirus systems and firewalls have a critical role to play
in security. But they’re all dependant on signature libraries and
known attacks. When it comes to the nature of today’s threats,
conventional approaches just don’t work. Your customers want
more effective endpoint protection but don’t know where to
begin in a world of similar technologies.

WHY YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE LEFT EXPOSED TO SO
MANY ATTACKS

USERS CAN’T BE LEFT RESPONSIBLE FOR SECURITY
Rules and policies can only do so much. Even with the best
training and education – all of which takes time away from core
business – your customers’ end-users shouldn’t have the security
of data and systems in their hands. Worse, the increasing number
of insider threats make it harder to put trust in user behaviour.

ZERO-DAY ATTACKS ARE INEVITABLE
Attackers are always looking for new exploits and new ways to
formulate an attack. Your customers want to get ahead of the
attackers, but there’s no predicting what the next threat will look
like. With signature-based detection and protection, there will
always be a patient zero – traditional security can lower risk,
but it can’t remove it altogether.
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CUSTOMER

NEEDS
YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE LOOKING FOR A NEW
APPROACH TO SECURITY

LESS BURDEN ON END-USERS
Your customers are paying salaries so that people can put their
skills to good use – not spend their time mitigating potential
security threats. Your customers want their users to be able to
do their jobs without analysing every email or website link,
while also removing their dependence on unreliable and
unpredictable human behaviour.

ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE IN SECURITY
Your customers want to be able to work with confidence, seizing
every opportunity that new connectivity offers. Security threats
fill decision-making with doubt, so every new connection needs
to be assessed for its risk and potential for breach. Every business
is looking for the freedom to focus on operations without the
nagging doubt of security.

EFFECTIVE MONITORING AND ANALYSIS
Regardless of impact and consequence, your customers need
a way to understand every threat in-depth. For compliance,
auditing and formulating a security strategy, accurate,
in-depth analysis is in great demand – but is harder to achieve
in distributed, complicated networks.
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BROMIUM

SECURE PLATFORM
A GAME-CHANGING APPROACH TO SECURITY
Bromium Secure Platform is a completely new proposition in cyber
security – hardware-based virtualisation that protects businesses
against unsafe browsing and malicious files, including never-beforeseen attacks and zero-day exploits.

Unlike most forms of endpoint protection, Bromium is 100%
signatureless. There’s no dependence on intelligence or known
threats. Just always-on, largely invisible security that neuters
attacks wherever they occur. And with Bromium’s proven
micro-virtualisation, containers run quietly and invisibly
without slowing end-users down.
Application Virtualisation
From emails to individual web browser tabs, everything a user
runs is launched in a secure micro-virtualised machine. So users
can click with confidence on anything.
Threat Containment
From email attachments to individual web browser tabs,
every untrusted task a user runs is launched in a secure
micro-virtualised machine. So users can click with confidence
on anything.
Threat Analysis
Inside the micro-virtualised machine, malware can execute
without putting data and systems at risk. That means your
customers can get better threat intelligence to inform security
decision-making.

BROMIUM HAS ALREADY CREATED

BILLIONS CONTAINERS
MALWARE ESCAPES
ZERO HAVE BEEN REPORTED
OF APPLICATION
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BROMIUM

SECURE PLATFORM
ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE IN EVERY APPLICATION
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Across three key components, Bromium Secure Platform puts
game-changing, surprisingly lightweight micro-virtualisation on
everything a user touches.

Bromium
Secure
Browsing

Bromium
Secure
Files

Bromium
Secure
Monitoring

Across every
leading browser
including Google
Chrome, Internet
Explorer and
Firefox, Bromium
Secure Browsing
launches individual
tabs and windows
in their own secure
container, so your
customers’
end-users can click
with confidence.

Files are the real
home of malware.
Wherever they
come from –
emails, attachments,
network shares, or
removable storage –
Bromium Secure
Files ensures
everything is
executed in its
own container and
destroyed at the
end of a session.

With Bromium
installed on
endpoints, your
customers can
say goodbye to
expensive back-end
analysis. Instead,
let endpoints
become their
own sensors
and intelligence
gatherers, then
bring all this data
together with
detailed real-time
reporting and
application
flow analysis.
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BROMIUM

PARTNER
BENEFITS
GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS A BRAND NEW ANSWER TO
AGE-OLD PROBLEMS

Bromium Secure Platform is something truly new in cyber
security – a compelling proposition that’s unlike anything
else on the market. For the right VARs, becoming an early
Bromium Partner with Alpha Generation is an effective way
to differentiate and offer something completely fresh in an
underserved space.
Add to your virtualisation and security portfolio
For partners who work with both virtualisation and security
vendors, Bromium sits in a uniquely attractive position between
the two.
For your virtualisation customers, micro-VM security is a natural
extension of existing relationships. For security, virtualisation
offers a revolutionary new way to keep data and systems safe.
Drive revenue from implementation and service
Working with your service division, we’ll give you the training
and support you need to deliver smooth, seamless Bromium
implementations.
It’s a lucrative way for you to go beyond selling product and
take complete control of giving your customers the benefits of
application isolation and containment.
Proactive support from Bromium and Alpha Generation
As an early Bromium partner with Alpha Generation, you’ll join
a focused group of resellers and get close support to grow your
revenue, including:
•
•
•
•
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Excellent margins
Deal protection
Marketing campaigns
Ongoing sales and technical support
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Find out more at www.alpha-gen.co.uk
or call Alpha Gen on 01777 852222
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